
G  ame Summary  
GO DANCE is the new dance and rhythm game with real 
motion-based capture technology. Players can now dance 
anytime, anywhere. 

Players can dance, share and compete with
friends from around the world via Facebook 
and e-mail.  With varying difficulty levels 
beginners and experts can dance their best.
And customize their avatars look and dance
backgrounds. 

Key Features

Real Motion-Based Mobile Dancing
GO DANCE utilizes Extreme Reality™ motion-capture 
technology by XTR to turn the FaceTime® Camera into a 
motion-sensor.  Now player’s movements are captured and 
scored in real-time. 

Key Features
Chart Topping Tracks
Move to the rhythms of LMFAO, Avicii,
Lady Gaga, \ Nicki Minaj, Flo Rida and more. 

Dance with friends
Share and compete with your Facebook friends from all over
the world.  Players can play in fun dance battles without 
worrying about running out of opponents. 

Customize your Avatar and more
Players can mix and match an assortment of tops, bottoms, 
shoes and accessories to perfect their dance avatars. And 
look forward to new content based on new music and artists.

Dance on your HDTV with AirPlay
GO DANCE supports AirPlay so Apple TV owners can play 
on their HDTVs.

Track List

“Party Rock Anthem” LMFAO featuring Lauren
Bennett & GoonRock*

“Super Bass” Nicki Minaj*
“Wild Ones” Flo Rida featuring Sia
“Levels” Avicii
“Poker Face” Lady Gaga
“Yeah 3x” Chris Brown
“Complicated” Avril Lavigne
  
*Free with game purchase, all other tracks available 
via in-game purchase. More music and artists to be 
announced. 

Product Specifications
Publisher: SEGA
Developer: SEGA Networks
Launch Date: September 12, 2013
Category: Dance 

Price:  $1.99 USD with IAP
Languages:   English, Japanese  
Platforms: iPad, iPad mini, iPhone

Website: godance.sega-net.
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